Chemistry
 quite a
story

Rather like Molière’s Monsieur Jourdain, who
‘spoke in prose’ without knowing it, we all practice
chemistry, usually without being aware of it. Since
the dawn of time, all living beings, including
animals and plants, have manufactured the
organic compounds necessary for life. Then, with
the help of intuition, our ancestors invented
potions, dyes and alloys. They extracted elixirs,
scents and medicines. There is vast evidence of the
sometimes drastic transformations to which Man
has subjected matter, long before knowing the
laws of chemistry – from iron in Niger and tapirage
for American Indians, to paper in China.
Increasingly sophisticated methods were

Engraving of Robert Boyle’s air pump. An aspiring alchemical
adept, Boyle was also one of the pioneers of experimental
science (New Experiments Physico-Mechanicall, Touching the
Spring of the Air, and Its Effects, 1660.
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employed, albeit sometimes bizarre, but always
inspired by nature, until the birth of modern
chemistry in the 18th century.
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Chemistry:
how it all started
In the very early 1700s the Elector of Saxony and
King of Poland, August the Strong, locked an
alchemist in his laboratory and told him to make
gold. The young alchemist, Johann Friedrich
Böttger, failed in his royally-appointed task.
Instead he helped create a substance far more
beautiful and useful than gold – porcelain. And
in a happy fairy-tale ending, the king was
pleased. For this was no longer a feudal world,
but a growing commodity-driven society, and
until that time porcelain had to be imported at
great expense from a technologically more
advanced China to feed a growing European
appetite for beauty and luxury. Wealth flowed to
the king, for the new Meissen porcelain soon
proved popular and a grateful king made Böttger,
originally a pharmacist’s apprentice, a baron.

One more story, this one beginning in the
gutter: Around 1669 Hamburg resident Hennig
Brandt believed he might have discovered the
fabled Philosopher’s Stone, which could turn
lead into gold and open up the secrets of the
cosmos. An ex-soldier with experience in making
glass, Brandt began with old urine and boiled it
up and heated the residue until glowing vapours
– white phosphorous reacting with oxygen –
filled his glassware. Within a few years, Brandt
sold his secret and soon phosphorous was well
enough known that the secretive alchemist Isaac
Newton could begin a recipe for it with the
instructions, “Take of urine one barrel.” (Though I
do wonder where one could easily procure a
barrel of urine). From urine to art – another
transformation –the moment of discovery was

Chemistry began
the moment our
ancestors became
human.
Michal Meyer

L James Gillray’s satirical
etching shows a public lecture
at London’s Royal Institution
in the early 19th century.
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immortalized in the eighteenth century in a
painting by Joseph Wright of Derby, and
recorded again as a mezzotint by William Pether
in 1775 as “The Discovery of Phosphorous.” In
this work, the alchemist kneels in awe before the
glowing wonder in his alchemical laboratory.
Many years later, in 1943, in another
transformation, Brandt’s city burned when
thousands of pounds of phosphorous fell in the
form of bombs.

THE TOAD AND THE PARROT
The Achagua tribe living in the upper
reaches of the Meta River (Colombia)
know how to make their parrots grow
feathers of different colours, thus
increasing their value when used in
ceremonies, or their price when sold.
They obtain this result in the following
manner: “they first catch a live toad and
prick it several times with a thorn until it
bleeds. They then put the animal into a
pot and cover its wounds with pepper
and ground pigment. Enraged by this
cruel treatment, the toad distils the most
active ingredients in its humours, which
get mixed with the poison and blood.
They add to this a certain red powder,
which they call chica and, by mixing
these extraordinary ingredients
together, obtain a varnish. They then
pluck out the parrot’s feathers and
anoint it with the varnish, introducing it
into the holes left by the feather, with
the aid of a pointed stick. The parrot

Homo chemicus
We turn clay into porcelain, urine into
phosphorous, phosphorous into bombs, flour
into bread, grapes into wine, minerals into
pigments. There is almost no limit to the ways in
which we transmute matter. Biological
anthropologist, Richard Wrangham (United
Kingdom), believes that it is cooking that made
us human -- by making more energy available to
feed our growing brains. If that is so, chemistry

does not seem happy with this
treatment, acting for days like a sick
chicken, all ruffled and sad. After a while,
its feathers grow back. But this time they
have become so splendid that their
beauty and elegance is the object of
great admiration. A variety of feathers
with red spots on a yellow
background stand out most
admirably against the
background of green
feathers.”
We owe this picturesque
description of tapirage carried
out by an indigenous tribe from
Colombia to the Spanish Jesuit,
Juan Rivero (Historia de las
misiones de los llanos de
Casanare y los Rios Orinoco y
Meta, written in 1728 and
published in 1883). It was cited by
Alfred Métraux, an American
anthropologist of Swiss origin
and former staff member at
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L An alchemist presents
liquid gold to amazed
courtiers. The alchemist’s
dream of turning lead into
gold remained alive until the
18th century.
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Heritage Foundation
Collections
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UNESCO, in his article (in French)
entitled “A biological discovery by South
American Indians: artificial discoloration
of feathers on living birds.” (Journal de la
Société des Américanistes. Volume 20,
1928. pp. 181-192.)
“By plucking the feathers they need
from living [birds] kept in captivity, the
Indians spare themselves the trouble
of hunting and the risk of
damaging the feathers by killing
the birds with a number of
arrow wounds,” explains the
anthropologist, who
attributes the spread
of tapirage in
Amazonia to the
Arawak peoples,
who began
migrating some
three thousand
years ago.
– J.Š.
© DR

Al-kimia
In Hellenistic Egypt, the refining of metals was
known as chemia. With the rise of early Islamic
civilization, Muslim scholars translated many
Greek texts, including ones on chemia, which
they called al-kimia. How matter changed, how
to purify substances, how to colour metals, all
came under al-kimia. A side benefit of this new
fascination was the refinement in practical
knowledge such as distillation and

The misfortunes
of an overmaterialistic
alchemist
Tayra M.C. Lanuza-Navarro
In 1603, Giraldo Paris had already been
living in Madrid for 33 years, as advisor
to Philippe II on Flemish affairs. He had
grown up in Anvers and made his
fortune in the spice trade. He
entertained all the Flemings at the Spanish court, surrounding himself
with ambassadors and dignitaries, as well as pharmacists, doctors and
scholars. Having retired from commerce with an immense fortune,
Paris maintained a passion for alchemy. He was interested in the skills
and knowledge of diamond cutters, apothecaries, distillers and
herbalists.
That year, some known enemies of Paris denounced him to the
Inquisition, accusing him of heresy. During the ensuing trial, it was
claimed that the Fleming “extracted quintessences, flowers of metal
and herbal salts.” It was also claimed that he was a great natural
philosopher, being interested in the “secret art of chemistry”. Paris was
condemned to one year of seclusion in a monastery and made to pay a
heavy fine.
Told in this way, his story sounds like one of a man pursued by the
Spanish Inquisition because of his activities as an alchemist. But the
reality is more complex. The distillations, the experiments with metals
and the herbal extracts were not what his Inquisitors were really
concerned about. The reason for the sentence lay in the alchemist’s
explanations for certain religious questions. Giraldo Paris, for example,
explained the Virgin Birth by comparing it to an alchemical procedure
where a pure substance is mixed with another, finding, at the end of
the operation, that the former had remained intact “without having
lost any of its virtue […] immaculate as it was in the beginning.”
So the Inquisition took issue with Giraldo Paris not for his occult
activities but for his “mistaken theses”. At the time, Madrid had many
alchemists who were not persecuted for their practices, but
nonetheless, many of their works turned up on the Index Librorum
Prohibitorum (list of banned books). Also on the list was the Theatrum
Chemicum, the most complete compendium of alchemical knowledge
in 17th century Europe. The work was so important that the Inquisition
had to lift its ban, but did not omit to censor it.
So, unless proven otherwise, it seems the Inquisition did not
persecute alchemists for their acts, but for their convictions on
material affairs, which were contrary to the dogma.
Tayra M.C. Lanuza-Navarro is a Spanish historian of science. She is
currently working on a project on books on alchemy at the
beginning of the modern era.
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“La Pharmacie Rustique”, 1775. The
famous Swiss medical practitioner Michel
Schuppach examines a patient’s urine in his
pharmacy.
© Courtesy of the Chemical Heritage
Foundation Collections
Photograph by Gregory Tobias

J The hanging alligator shown in this scene
was commonly found in alchemical
laboratories.
© Courtesy of the Chemical Heritage
Foundation Collections
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began the moment our ancestors became
human. Homo chemicus – to be human is to
transform matter. And the material
transformations we – being human – make will
reflect the best and the worst of us.
We cannot go back to that first chemical
moment when raw food turned into cooked
food, but we can go back to prehistoric humans
and their desire for beauty. Philippe Walter, of the
Centre de Recherche et de Restauration des Musées
de France, studies chemical processes and
substances in the ancient and prehistoric world.
While he says these prehistoric peoples did not
have an understanding of how or why processes
worked, they still produced practical chemists
who could mix natural ingredients to produce
pigments – whether to adorn themselves or the
walls of caves. Four thousand years ago the
ancient Egyptians, says Walter, synthesized new
chemicals to treat eye diseases. Their lead-based
cosmetics – think Cleopatra and her kohl eyeliner
[see box] – stimulated the wearer’s immune
system in an early health and beauty regimen.

crystallization, still important skills in twentyfirst century labs. On a more theoretical level,
Muslim scholars built on earlier Greek
understandings of matter – the four elements
of air, earth, fire, and water – and its behaviour,
including the transmutation of one metal into
another. Al-kimia arrived in Europe in the
twelfth century, along with some knowledge of
al-iksir (elixir, which became known as the
Philosopher’s Stone).
Unsurprisingly, alchemy ran into the same
kinds of problems that still occasionally plague
medicine – hucksters hawking miracle cures
and charlatans, etc. Even less surprising, this
caught the attention of both rulers and the
legal profession, if for different reasons. Later, in
England, it became illegal to succeed in turning
lead into gold, for this was considered as
debasing the currency.
Some claimed that, since human
manipulation of matter was essentially inferior
to what nature does, naturally (an early version
of the still running natural versus artificial
debate – check back next century for an
update) human attempts at transmuting metals
were doomed. Despite such criticisms, there
were those who believed that human art was
powerful enough to transform the world. But
these were discussions for the elites at

Every time you boil
an egg you
change the very
nature of matter,
in this case the
shape of the egg
proteins.

L “An Alchemist at Work”,
Mattheus van Helmont,
Flemish, 17th century. Seated
in a disorderly workshop, the
alchemist appears as a figure
of folly.
© Courtesy of the Chemical
Heritage Foundation
Collections
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I Robert Boyle, by Johann
Kerseboom, 1689 (United
Kingdom).
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Heritage Foundation
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universities. And matter in all its manifestations
was on the move through all social strata. We
don’t know who first created kohl or a clay pot,
who first tanned leather or brewed beer, and
we don’t know the names of the medieval
artisans who mixed sand, wood ash, and metal
salts to create the great stained-glass windows
of medieval cathedrals. But these people all
transformed matter and our lives.
By the early modern period, the status of
painters, goldsmiths and artisans with an
intimate association with matter, was on the
rise. Science, long associated with
understanding rather than doing, and with
elites rather than common folk, was now
turning to the practical makers of things for
knowledge and power. Such an approach,
where matter was central, found its expression
in Sir Francis Bacon’s 1620 manifesto Novum
Organum, and the origins of modern science.
Doing – poking, prodding, changing the
material world – would now be allied with
understanding, and our world of art, science,
and the everyday, would never be the same.
Robert Boyle (Ireland), of Boyle’s Law fame –
which connects the pressure, volume and
temperature of a gas – epitomized this new
experimental approach. An inheritor of the
alchemical tradition, (almost by definition,

L The French hot-air
balloon, Le Tricolore, taking
off, on 6 June 1874, in Paris.
© Library of Congress
(Tissandier collection)

alchemists were experimentalists and careful
measurers) and an aspiring alchemist, Boyle is
considered a founding figure of modern
chemistry, in the 17th century
.
A colourful science
Many chemists believe chemistry became a
proper science in the eighteenth century. The
investigation of air by Antoine Lavoisier (France),
the discovery of oxygen by Joseph Priestly
(England), and the new scientific language of
chemistry, all played a part. But chemistry, or at
least its results, could not be confined to the
world of scientific research. The craze for hot-air
and hydrogen ballooning in the late eighteenth
century and the ballooning-related fashions in
clothes, playing cards, and ceramics were only
part of the story. Priestley’s invention of
carbonated water, as the poor man’s alternative
to the sickly rich drinking the waters at expensive
spas, continued chemistry’s association with
health that had begun with alchemy. On the
other hand, the Victorian craze for greencoloured (courtesy of arsenic) wallpaper helped
create what might be the worlds’ first recognized
(and reported as such) environmental hazard.
In 1856, an eighteen-year old Englishman,
William Henry Perkin, tried to turn coal tar into
the malaria-preventative quinine (a material
transformation worthy of an alchemist). Like
Böttger, he failed, and in his failure he launched a
colour revolution and inadvertently helped
found the German dye and pharmaceutical
industry. Perkin had created mauve, the first of
the synthetic aniline dyes that brightened the
world from the 1860s. Queen Victoria, before her
black phase, wore the new chemistry and started
a fashion for that shade of purple. A rapidly
industrializing Germany adopted the colourful
anilines and made them its own, incidentally
creating the first strong link between chemistry
as a modern science and industry. A German
physician, Gerhard Domagk, working for I.G.
Farben, found, in 1932, that a modified red dye

DARKEYED CLEOPATRA
Everyone knows about Cleopatra’s famous eyeliner and her green
eyelashes. But what we didn’t know is that she used her makeup for
medicinal reasons, a detail left out of the history books.
A recent study published in the science journal Analytical Chemistry (15
January, 2010) shows that the ancient Egyptians’ makeup contained lead
salts, which produce nitric oxide. This dilates the blood vessels and opens
the way for macrophages – immune cells that devour foreign particles.
The French research team analysed residues found in “makeup bags”
in the Egyptian collection at the Louvre. With the help of
nanochemistry, they found that when lachrymal fluid is in contact with
the very low doses of lead found in ancient cosmetics, it creates a milieu
that is toxic for microorganisms. – J.Š.
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Mendeleev’s periodic table
“The Man Who Brought Law and Order to Chemistry.” This is the title
of an article in the June 1971 issue of the UNESCO Courier devoted
to Dmitri Mendeleev, the man who enabled “the passing of the
study of chemistry from almost medieval trial-and-error methods to
a modern science.”
What, then, was Mendeleev's theory all about? “Briefly,” the
article goes on, “he proposed arranging the elements in lines and
columns (also called ‘periods’ and ‘groups’) inside a rectangle, with
their atomic weights rising in number from left to right along the
same line, one line following the other down the page. The columns
were determined by elements possessing analogous properties, the
same kind of combining oxide, for example.”
So what was so revolutionary about this table? The theory of the
periodic classification of the elements according to their atomic
weights, that the 35 year-old Siberian presented to the Russian
Chemical Society, in March1869, was in fact the discovery of a
natural law. The method he used not only made it possible to
correct a large number of calculation errors, but also to predict the
existence of hitherto unknown elements, such as gallium, scandium
and germanium (which were given these names later, in honour of
the countries in which they were discovered).
The great discoverers and inventors stir people’s imagination.
There is the apocryphal story of Newton discovering the law of
gravitation when an apple fell on his head, or that a boiling pot
inspired James Watt to come up with the idea for the steam engine.
Similarly, some say that Mendeleev saw the periodic table in a dream!
“Man tends to overlook that while scientific truth may suddenly
strike one man's mind as a flash of lightning,” the article goes on,
“that same scientist may have spent years of arduous research on
his subject. Indeed, it was Pasteur who later commented that
‘chance favours only the prepared mind.’ If we take a look at
Mendeleev's activities before 1869, it becomes fairly clear that the
emergence of the periodic table was no mere accident.”
Apart from the periodic table, one of Mendeleev’s statements
about petroleum will remain forever graven in the memory of
humanity: “This substance is too precious to be burned; when we
burn it, we burn money; it should be used as a raw material for
chemical synthesis.” – K.M.
© DR

killed bacteria and so the first true antibiotics,
the sulfa drugs, came into use. The link between
fashion and medicine remained, for the skin of
patients sometimes turned red, an indication
that the drug was working.
The very roots of the German chemical
industry lie in fashion, but the same industry that
began with the world’s brightest colours went on
to produce Zyklon B – the poison gas of choice in
the Nazis’ extermination plans. World War II is
known as the physicists’ war for the development
of the atomic bomb, but every war has been a
chemist’s war from the time humans learned to
smelt metal. Just before World War II, Lise
Meitner (an Austrian-born, later Swedish
physicist) showed that the alchemists were right
-- we can transmute one metal into another, in
this case via nuclear reaction, and, by the end of
the war, uranium 238 was transmuted into
plutonium.
The hallmarks of the old alchemists, the
grandiose goals and sometimes secrecy,
continue today in our chemical quests – the
creation of synthetic life, a cure for aging. At the
same time, every time you boil an egg you
change the very nature of matter, in this case
the shape of the proteins in the egg.
The rise of modern science and its growing
prestige, especially the professionalization of
science in the nineteenth century, pushed out
the non experts. We’ve lost that sense of
chemistry as the art and science of the
everyday, and of ordinary people. But we can
get it back. Recently, as part of the Chemical
Heritage Foundation’s museum programme, I
asked a glass artist to give a talk and
presentation of her work. She was a little
nervous at first, saying she had never studied
chemistry and didn’t know anything about it.
But after speaking about what she did -- her
tools, the furnace, how she pulled molten glass
about, the metals she added, what happened to
the glass at different temperatures – she turned
to me in surprise and said, “I am a practical
chemist.”
Near the beginning of this essay I wrote: “To
be human is to transform matter.” I’d like to end
it with a variation. To transform matter is to be
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